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There has been a recent significant change in guidance for
parents on how to prevent alcohol problems in their children
The World Health Organization now states:
‘The adolescent brain is particularly susceptible to alcohol, and the longer the
onset of consumption is delayed, the less likely it is that alcohol-related problems
and alcohol dependence will emerge in adult life. … It is neurotoxic to brain
development’ (WHO 2012)
The NHS now states:
‘when parents are tolerant, children are likely to drink more … Make it clear that
you disapprove. Research suggests that children are less likely to drink alcohol
when their parents show that they don’t agree with it.’ (NHS 2014)
The UK Chief Medical Officer states:
‘Adolescents are likely to be more vulnerable than adults to both subtle brain
damage and long-lasting cognitive deficits following alcohol exposure …
Parents and carers should ensure that their children maintain an alcohol-free
childhood for as long as possible’.
The US Department of Health states:
‘The short- and long-term consequences that arise from underage [21] alcohol
consumption are astonishing in their range and magnitude … Can cause
alterations in the structure and function of the developing brain, which continues to
mature into the mid- to late twenties, and may have consequences reaching far
beyond adolescence’
Alcohol - especially drinking more than 6 units for a female and 8 units
for a male - is linked with:
•

Smaller total cerebral brain size, smaller brain sections, and thinner weaker
brain cells in 18 major brain areas.

•

Lower performance on IQ-type tests

•

Lower school and university grades

•

Potential permanent damage to girls' eggs

•

Benign breast disease which increases risk of breast cancer

•

May cause depression by damaging brain cells that use serotonin

As is the case with all addictive substances, giving children alcohol or serving
it at parties - especially for children under age 16 - may switch on genes making
the alcohol more addictive than if they waited until at least age 16. However, the

longer they wait before drinking, the lower the risk of alcohol problems emerging
now and many decades later. The most effective way to prevent alcohol problems
in children now and even 40 years from now is to delay the age at which they are
introduced to alcohol.
Higher rates of child alcohol use are linked to overly strict discipline and higher
levels of family conflict. Equally, when parents are openly permissive
towards adolescent alcohol use, young people tend to drink more. It is not true that
establishing alcohol rules and boundaries causes children to rebel and drink more,
quite the contrary. The NHS (2014) now states: ‘when parents are tolerant, children
are likely to drink more … Make it clear that you disapprove. Research suggests
that children are less likely to drink alcohol when their parents show that they don’t
agree with it.’ Parental disapproval of underage drinking is good for child sobriety.
Talk to your child about alcohol consumption and about what constitutes
‘moderate’ consumption; the types and strengths of different alcohol products; and
the dangers associated with premature consumption and misuse. Talk to other
parents about the rules regarding alcohol you’ve established for your own children.
Be aware of how much money your children have at their disposal and what they
are spending it on. Also be aware of whether alcohol is being taken without your
permission from your home. While we need to set realistic guidelines and rules for
our children, ultimately they must understand that alcohol has very different effects
on their brains and bodies and therefore drinking is for adults.
Dr Aric Sigman is the author of Alcohol Nation: How to protect our children from today’s
drinking culture.
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